# Washington County School District

## Feeder Schools

### Crimson Cliffs Cone Site
- Crimson View Elementary
  - Crimson View also feeds Desert Hills Cone Site
- Horizon Elementary
  - Horizon also feeds the Pine View Cone Site
- Majestic Fields Elementary
- Riverside Elementary
  - Riverside also feeds Pine View Cone Site
- South Mesa Elementary
- Washington Fields Intermediate (Grades 6-7)
- Crimson Cliffs Middle (Grades 8-9)
- Crimson Cliffs High (Grades 10-12)

### Dixie Cone Site
- Arrowhead Elementary
  - Arrowhead also feeds Snow Canyon Cone Site
- Bloomington Elementary
  - Bloomington also feeds Desert Hills Cone Site
- Diamond Valley Elementary
  - Diamond Valley also feeds Enterprise Cone Site
- Paradise Canyon Elementary
  - Paradise also feeds Snow Canyon Cone Site
- Heritage Elementary
- Legacy Elementary
- Sunset Elementary
  - Sunset also feeds Snow Canyon Cone Site
- Tonaquint Intermediate (Grades 6-7)
- Dixie Middle (Grades 8-9)
- Dixie High (Grades 10-12)

### Desert Hills Cone Site
- Bloomington Elementary
  - Bloomington also feeds Dixie Cone Site
- Bloomington Hills Elementary
- Coral Canyon Elementary
  - Coral Canyon also feeds Pine View Cone Site
  - Coral Canyon also feeds Hurricane Cone Site
- Crimson View Elementary
  - Crimson View also feeds Crimson Cliffs Cone Site
- Desert Canyon Elementary
- Little Valley Elementary
- Sunrise Ridge Intermediate (Grades 6-7)
- Desert Hills Middle (Grades 8-9)
- Desert Hills High (Grades 10-12)

### Pine View Cone Site
- Coral Canyon Elementary
  - Coral Canyon also feeds Desert Hills Cone Site
  - Coral Canyon also feeds Hurricane Cone Site
- Horizon Elementary
  - Horizon also feeds the Crimson Cliffs Cone Site
- Panorama Elementary
- Riverside Elementary
  - Riverside also feeds Crimson Cliffs Cone Site
- Sandstone Elementary
- Washington Elementary
- Fossil Ridge Intermediate (Grades 6-7)
- Pine View Middle (Grades 8-9)
- Pine View High (Grades 10-12)

### Enterprise Cone Site
- Enterprise Elementary (Grades K-6)
- Enterprise High (Grades 7-12)

### Millcreek Alternative High School
- By Referral Only

### Hurricane Cone Site
- Coral Canyon Elementary
  - Coral Canyon also feeds Pine View Cone Site
  - Coral Canyon also feeds Desert Hills Cone Site
- Hurricane Elementary
- LaVerkin Elementary
- Springdale Elementary
- Three Falls Elementary
- Hurricane Intermediate (Grades 6-7)
- Hurricane Middle (Grades 8-9)
- Hurricane High (Grades 10-12)

### Snow Canyon Cone Site
- Arrowhead Elementary
  - Arrowhead also feeds Dixie Cone Site
- Coral Cliffs Elementary
- Paradise Canyon Elementary
  - Paradise also feeds Dixie Cone Site
- Red Mountain Elementary
- Santa Clara Elementary
- Sunset Elementary
  - Sunset also feeds Dixie Cone Site
- Lava Ridge Intermediate (Grades 6-7)
- Snow Canyon Middle (Grades 8-9)
- Snow Canyon High (Grades 10-12)

### Water Canyon - Hildale UT
- Water Canyon Elementary (Grades K-6)
- Water Canyon High (Grades 7-12)

### Utah Online
- Utah Online (Grades K-8)
- Utah Online High (Grades 9-12)